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Fatma Bucak is an artist based in Turin and the 2024 Fondazione Sviluppo e Crescita CRT Italian

Fellow in Visual Arts at the American Academy. While in Rome she’s working on We possess all things, a

multichannel sound installation consisting of a contemporary cantata performance in three acts, each

of which is narrated from the perspective of a bird, a tree, and a flower. The production of the work

entails extensive research on 1990s conflicts in the Middle East, the history of botany in the region, and

a survey of cantata and operatic performances. 

At Winter Open Studios in December 2023, she presented ten small bronze sculptures of birds from

Iraq as part of We possess all things. The animals, Bucak said, are threatened both by extinction in part

due to the consequences of the American invasion of Iraq in the 2000s, and war in Iraq in the 1990s.

Weighing from 180 grams to over 1 kilogram, the weight of each bird—in a formal reference to

traditional sets of measuring weights—corresponds to the degree of the species’ vulnerability.

Fatma Bucak (photograph by Daniele Molajoli)
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AAR spoke to Bucak about her time at the Academy and her project.

What have you been working on while at AAR? Has your project changed since arriving?

I have been working on a few projects that I am developing simultaneously. First, I am conducting

research on the opera format in advance of a new work and to better ground my desire to add music to

the concepts I work on. At the same time, I have been doing a sort of diary of my walks in the gardens

here in Rome that I will turn into object-sculptures. They will be the fruit of daily reflection on the

world outside this place, a sort of ahistorical sum of the things. In addition, there are preparations for a

few exhibitions, including a special project for Pinchuk’s 60th Venice Biennale exhibition.

Since arriving here, my ideas, thoughts, and doubts have taken more pragmatic shapes. I came here

mainly to read and to think, but I have found other needs: for new collaborations and new methods.

What’s something that has surprised you about being at the Academy?

Many things, but especially the generosity of the people here—Fellows and staff. People take the time

to explain their work and ideas with new people, at length, again and again. The staff have been both

patient and kind. For some of us, events in Palestine and Yemen have been soul crushing, and

discussions have been important to find some ways to make sense of the moment. Although short, my

time here is filled with emotion and curiosity.

Have you had great conversations with other Fellows or Residents that changed your

perspective?

Almost every day: new perspectives, new definitions of certain terminologies, and discussions on many

things aside from ourselves and works. Also, new names to look up. I have taken some sort of brief note

on crumpled papers perhaps a dozen times now.

What have you seen in the city of Rome that has made a strong impression on you?

I was very impressed by the sheer number of relics of the Fascist era that remain. One can’t quickly

understand this comfort with living among Fascist symbols imprinted on the city.
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From the publication Fatma Bucak: While the Dust Quickly Falls: 

Capitalocene in Prestissimo | by Ecem Arslanay 
22.08.2023 

 

Fatma Bucak, The gift of sight, 2022. Performance, dancer Caroline Beach.  

Project realized with the support of the Italian Council (2022) 

 
The following essay is excerpted from the original publication Fatma Bucak: While the Dust Quickly 
Falls 

“If we’d expended as much energy trying to find out how to communicate with trees as we have devoted 

to the extraction and transformation of petroleum, perhaps we’d be capable of lighting up a city by 

photosynthesis, or feeling vegetal sap run in our veins, but our Western civilization has specialized in 

capital and domination, in carbon energy and extractivism, in taxonomy and identification, not in 

cooperation or transformation.”— Paul B. Preciado1 

Fatma Bucak “makes a plank talk” in her video installation Hate to disturb this precious silence. Her sanding 

gives voice to a wooden board, which once was a part of a tree—a tree with millionfold nodes of growth, 

daily-clock genes, and expanding rings of timekeeping. It had experience pollinating insects, microbes, 

fungi, herbivores, and other plants; as well as communication methods that use volatile organic 

compounds, electrical signaling, chemical cues, and mycorrhizal networks.  

What turns an animate subject (a tree) into an inanimate object (wood board)? Physically, it is sawing. 

Cognitively, it is taxonomy-oriented thinking and a conceptual operation of sawing. It is an act of 

exclusion, of othering, of positing a hierarchical system of being. Bucak puts forward the complex 
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ontology of a common artifact. She activates a muted, objectified, exploited part of a tree. It speaks in 

waves of aural textures, a language ungraspable to the human intellect. But its manifold moods can be 

deciphered, for they speak directly to the human psyche—a vast, vigorous enigma that can only be 

partially known, inaptly rationalized, and irrationally disciplined.  

It is a haptic contact that extricates the esoteric knowledge of the plank. In Bucak’s soothing hands, the 

sander she uses is a ritualistic gizmo, a healing apparatus, and a shamanic means. In a way, she decolonizes 

this tool, which was meant to smooth, discipline, and impose standard forms, forcing things into solid 

meanings so they can be efficiently grasped and subjugated. A state of generous listening is more apparent 

in the video They burned it all, in which an on-stage chorus faces the artist, who is crawling on a charred 

Mediterranean forest floor. She scans the earth with her hands and ears, looking for revelations that do 

not come. From the other channel, we hear a melodic clamor. Its source remains unknown, for the chorus 

is silent. 

Humans have long spoken in place of what they labeled as “nature.” With his symphonies for strings, 

Antonio Vivaldi tried to sound like spring’s singing birds and serene streams, summer’s suffocating heat 

and abrupt storms, autumn’s harvest festivity, and winter’s icy winds. In his Pastoral Symphony, Ludwig 

van Beethoven imitated the sensations of rural landscapes, while Richard Strauss described climbing a 

mountain in his Alpine Symphony. All with human-centered storytelling. 

In Bucak’s immersive installation Numbing silence covers us like fine dust, the soil itself is heard, with all its 

residents, living or dead, inextricably entangled. It is multispecies storytelling. The traumatized earth taken 

from Tunceli, a devastated conflict-scape, can also be smelled and seen. These are delicate scents—

glimpses of oppressive stories. In the installation, burned-out soil speaks. Instead of the on-stage 

microphones in They burned it all, this time buried microphones are at play. They capture the deserted 

noises of the underworld, rendering it a stage. The minimal ambient track is the charging, discharging, 

barreling, colliding, and accelerating sounds of the Capitalocene. It is a subatomic noise. A stellar noise. 

A cosmological noise reverberating through the vast site of human agency. A slow, husky tone of speedy 

resonance, it is spurred by the restless petro-capitalist engine. An engine that makes plastics from 

prehistoric, petrified bodies. An engine that makes fresh toxic flesh from plastics. An engine whose 

exploitative pursuit of profit is based on war and invasion, death and decay. Death is the perpetual 

rearrangement of atoms, for matter has a circular economy. But the engine adds new radioactive isotopes 

to this prudent math. It then expedites them all, troubling all the living and the non-living down to their 

nuclei, making time atomic. 

https://www.moussemagazine.it/publishing/fatma-bucak-book-2023/
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The zeptosecond, today’s smallest unit of time, is a trillionth of a billionth of a second, the rate at which 

a photon moves through a hydrogen molecule. All clocks are based on an oscillator, a frequency that 

ticks regularly, something that always returns to the starting point in the same amount of time. This can 

also be said of a group of flowers. Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus, who separated plants according to 

their opening and closing times, had such a project. All perceived frequencies of nature have organized 

the small clocks of humankind through the ages, for humanity was no separate entity. Now, it is. For the 

flow of production, the petro-capitalist engine has recalibrated human clocks with great precision, unit 

by unit on a global scale, so ambitiously that it managed to affect a much larger operation than itself. 

With its tiny, greedy clocks, it has forced the earth’s geological clock to speed up. It changed the climate 

and created its own extinction. It built a time bomb, a Doomsday Clock.  

While the Dust Quickly Falls is not entirely about this apocalyptic panorama; it is about the “ecosystem-

destroying, human and animal labor-transforming, multispecies soul-mutilating, epidemic-friendly, corn-

monocrop-promoting, cross-species heartbreaking”2 systems. But when dealing with earth’s troubled 

skin and everything that grows on it, it focuses on the rich ground for contact, reconciliation, and 

multispecies healing. 

Originally published in Fatma Bucak: While the Dust Quickly Falls 
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The American Academy in Rome announces its 
2023-24 prize winners and a new president 

By Chris Walton • April 27, 2023 • Architecture, International, News 
 
36 American artists and scholars have been awarded the 2023-24 Rome Prize. Beginning in 

September 2023, the cohort will work at the American Academy in Rome (AAR) at its campus on 

Janiculum Hill. Founded in 1894, the AAR is a prominent American overseas research center that 

hosts a range of scholars and artists in annual cohorts. The 2023-24 cohort was chosen from a pool 

of 938 applications. 

The Prize is awarded in 11 disciplines, in addition to the Terra Foundation Affiliated Fellow given to 

a Chicago-Based Artist and, for the first time, the Tsao Family Rome Prize for “humanities research 

in the history of ideas and cultural exchange between the East and West.” 

This year’s architecture prizes were awarded to César A. Lopez, assistant professor at the School of 

Architecture and Planning at the University of New Mexico, and Ajay Manthripragada, design critic 

in the Department of Architecture at the Harvard Graduate School of Design. In landscape 

architecture, Mirande E. Mote, visiting assistant professor at the School of Architecture at Pratt 

Institute, and Lauren Stimson, partner at STIMSON, were the awardees.  

The independent jurors overseeing the design categories included: Michael Rock, partner and 

executive creative director at 2×4; Kristi Cheramie, professor and head of landscape architecture at 

the Knowlton School, Ohio State University; Rosetta S. Elkin, professor and academic director of the 

masters of landscape program, Pratt Institute; Sharon Johnston, professor in practice at the Harvard 

Graduate School of Design and founding partner of JohnstonMarklee; Justin Garrett Moore, program 

officer, Humanities in Place at the Mellon Foundation; Quilian Riano, interim dean of the School of 

Architecture, Pratt Institute; and Kevin Walz, founder and principal of Walzworkinc. 

Mark Robbins, outgoing President and CEO of the AAR, said that “This class of Rome Prize winners 

once again includes some of America’s most gifted scholars and artists.” Robbins’ successor, Peter 

N. Miller, was named yesterday. Miller, who is the dean of the Bard Graduate Center, is a 

historiographer by training.  

AAR Board Chair Calvin Tsao issued the following statement in regards to the leadership 

change: “For more than a century the American Academy in Rome has evolved with the times. Mark 

Robbins’s leadership has broadened and extended the Academy’s reach in the arts and humanities 

within the global arena. In these times when the relevancy of the arts and humanities itself is being 

gravely challenged we are confident that our next President, Peter N. Miller, will help guide us 

forward with strength and insight.” 

 

2023-24 Rome Prize Winners and Italian Fellows 

Fondazione Sviluppo e Crescita CRT Italian Fellow in Visual Arts 

Fatma Bucak 

Artist, Turin 

We possess all things 
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Kunsthaus Dresden 
Städtische Galerie für Gegenwartskunst
Municipal Gallery for Contemporary Art
www.kunsthausdresden.de 

Rähnitzgasse 8, D-01097 Dresden
Mi + Do / Wed + Thu: 14–19 h, Fr–So / Fri–Sun: 11–19 h
Führungen / Guided tours: Fr / Fri: 16–18 h  
Fr / Fri: Eintritt frei / free admission

Eröffnung / Opening:
Fr / Fri 10.6.2022
Eröffnungswochenende / 
Opening weekend:
Sa / Sat 11.6. &  
So / Sun 12.6.2022
im Kunsthaus Dresden
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Hinweis / Note: 
Aktuelle Hinweise und Informa-
tionen für Ihren Besuch ent-
sprechend der aktuellen Pande-
miesituation finden Sie auf 
unserer Website unter: /  
Information for your visit as  
regards the pandemic situation 
can be found at:  
www.kunsthausdresden.de 

Eintritt / Admission: 4 Euro
Ermäßigt / Discount: 2,50 Euro
Gruppenkarte / Group tickets:  
3 Euro  / Person
Ermäßigt / Discount : 2 Euro
Fr / Fri: Eintritt frei / free entry

Kunsthaus Dresden
Städtische Galerie  
für Gegenwartskunst
Rähnitzgasse 8
01097 Dresden
www.kunsthausdresden.de
IG: @kunsthausdresden
 

Abbildungen / Figures:
1 Fatma Bucak, A tree (detail), 

2022, © Fatma Bucak
2 Fatma Bucak, They burned it 

all, 2022, © Fatma Bucak
3 Fatma Bucak, Sum of the 

misdeeds and consents and 
cowardly acts (detail), 2022, 
© Fatma Bucak

4 Fatma Bucak, They burned it 
all, 2022, © Fatma Bucak

5 Fatma Bucak, Perpetual lure 
and insistent fear, 2022, © 
Fatma Bucak

6 Fatma Bucak, Hate to disturb 
this precious silence, 2019–
2021, © Fatma Bucak

Project supported by the Italian Council (9th Edition, 
2020), Directorate-General for Contemporary  
Creativity, Italian Ministry of Culture.

Gefördert durch / supported by:

Fatma Bucak 
While the 
Dust Quickly 
Falls 
Während  
der Staub 
schnell fällt
11.6.– 
2.10.2022

Eröffnung / Opening
Fr / Fri, 10.6., 18 h  
Eröffnung / Opening mit / with 
Kari Conte (Kuratorin / Curator), 
Martina de Maizière (Stiftung 
Kunst und Musik für Dresden), 
Christiane Mennicke-Schwarz 
(Kunsthaus Dresden)

Eröffnungswochenende / 
Opening weekend
Sa / Sat, 11.6. & So / Sun, 12.6.
14 h  Kuratorinnenführung von / guided tour by the  
curator Kari Conte

Begleitend zur Eröffnung und zum Eröffnungs-
wochenende finden Performances statt. /  
The opening and the opening weekend is  
accompanied by performances. 

Der Eintritt ist frei. Die Bar mit regionalen  
Getränken ist geöffnet. Wir freuen uns auf Ihren 
Besuch! / Free admission on the opening weekend. 
The bar offering regional drinks will be open.  
We are looking forward to your visit! 

Veranstaltungen / 
Events
Do / Thu, 16.6., ab 18 h   
Lange Nacht der Galerien &  
Museen  
im Barockviertel Dresden

Sa / Sat, 2.7., ab 18 h 
Museumsnacht Dresden
Fr / Fri, 29.7. & 2.9., 16 h  
Führung von / guided tour by 
Kerstin Flasche
Sa / Sat, 24.9., 13–20 h  
DCA_open Rundgang 
Fr / Fri, 16–18 h
Führungen / guided tours 
Es befinden sich Gesprächspartner:innen  
in der Ausstellung – sprechen Sie diese gerne an.  
Sonderführungen jederzeit buchbar. /  
We have guides in the exhibition—please do not 
hesitate to contact them. Special tours can be 
booked at any time.

Kuratiert von / Curated by Kari Conte  
in Zusammenarbeit mit / in collaboration with  
Kerstin Flasche & Christiane Mennicke- 
Schwarz (Kunsthaus Dresden)

In der Ausstellung While the Dust Quickly Falls 
fordert uns die Künstlerin Fatma Bucak zum 
Nachdenken darüber auf, welchen beschleunigen-
den Einfluss politische Gewalt auf die Zerstörung 
von Lebensräumen und den Klimawandel hat. 

Für die recherchebasierte Ausstellung unter-
nahm Fatma Bucak Feldforschungen im gesam-
ten Mittelmeerraum. Die Ausstellung bewegt  
sich durch unterschiedliche geografische Gebiete 
– Ostanatolien, die Golanhöhen, Damaskus,  
Sardinien, Bagdad und Istanbul – die durch die 
kata strophalen Auswirkungen von Konflikten  
und Kriegen auf ihre ökologischen Lebensräume  
mit einander verbunden sind. While the Dust 
Quickly Falls befasst sich mit gefährdeten und 
aus gestorbenen Pflanzen und Tieren und vereint  
ein lebendiges Environment, Video-, Skulptur-,  
Mosaik- und Klangarbeiten. Viele der Werke  
bestehen aus Materialien aus der Region wie  
beispielsweise den organischen Überresten der 
Waldbrände des letzten Sommers im Mittel-
meerraum, Hunderten von Giftpflanzen, die im 
Laufe der Geschichte zur Heilung von Krank- 
heiten verwendet wurden sowie Erde, Asche und  
Damaszener Rosen.

Bucaks erste Einzelausstellung in Deutsch-
land wird vom Italian Council (9th Edition, 2020) 
unterstützt, einem Programm zur Förderung  
der zeitgenössischen italienischen Kunst welt-
weit. Die neuen Werke werden später in die  
ständige Sammlung des MAMbo – Museo d’Arte 
Moderna di Bologna aufgenommen.

Fatma Bucak, 1984 in der Türkei geboren, lebt 
und arbeitet in London und Turin. In ihrer Arbeit 
untersucht sie die Fragilität, Spannung und Unum-
kehrbarkeit von Geschichte, die Macht von Zeug-
nissen und Erinnerung und hinterfragt traditionelle 
Formen der Geschichtsschreibung sowie kultu-
relle und geschlechtsspezifische Normen.

In While the Dust Quickly Falls, artist Fatma  
Bucak asks us to consider how political violence 
accelerates environmental destruction and  
climate change.

Bucak engaged in fieldwork across the  
Mediterranean region for this research-based 
exhi bition. The exhibition moves across disparate 
geographies—Eastern Anatolia, the Golan 
Heights, Damascus, Sardinia, Baghdad, and  
Istanbul—connected by the catastrophic impact 
that conflict and war has had on their ecologies.  
It dwells on endangered and extinct plants and 
the non-human, and brings together a living  
environment, video, sculpture, mosaic, and sound 
works. Many of the works in the exhibition are 
composed of materials from the region such as 
burned organic remnants from last summer’s 
Mediterranean forest fires, hundreds of poisonous 
plants that have been used for healing human 
illnesses throughout history, and soil, ash, and 
Damask roses.

This is Fatma Bucak’s first solo exhibition in 
Germany and it is supported by the Italian Council 
(9th Edition, 2020). The new works will enter  
the permanent collection of MAMbo—Museo 
d’Arte Moderna di Bologna.

Fatma Bucak, born 1984 in Turkey, lives  
and works in London and Turin. Investigating the  
fragility, tension and irreversibility of history,  
the power of testimony and memory, her practice  
often questions traditional forms of history- 
making as well as cultural and gender norms.

Rähnitzgasse 8, D-01097 Dresden
Mi + Do / Wed + Thu: 14–19 h, Fr–So / Fri–Sun: 11–19 h
Führungen / Guided tours: Fr / Fri: 16–18 h  
Fr / Fri: Eintritt frei / free admission
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